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Abstract
In a culture whose predominant historical voice has been white, there is a vital need for African Americans to present
their lives, past and future, as of equal importance in the ‘American story’. In order to comprehend Afrikan
consciousness that is constructed in the novels, one must understand the continuing phenomena of the conflictual nature
of being an African descent in the United States. Obviously, African Americans aren’t culturally naked people and they
arrived in America with a rich cultural legacy. That, like all of us, they are also human beings whose feelings and self
must be respected. This paper discusses African Americans struggle for self- definition within the United States of
America through an exploration of African American English. Toni Morrison’s debut novel Song of Solomon is selected
for the study and the dialogues between the characters in the novel are analyzed in detail in order to examine the Black
English on Black self.

Keywords: Black English, oral tradition, reaffirmation, call and response, linguistic reversal, plasticity of oral
tradition, linguistic denominators

There is a common belief existed in America that Africans who brought to America as slaves had no art,
because they lacked the necessary emotions needed to produce artistry. But this belief has been changed in
due time with the emergence of African American literature and Black English as separate spheres from the
mainstream literature. This paper focuses how to interpret culturally some usages of Black English in Toni
Morrison’s novelSong of Solomon.

The African American literature, as a whole, was a place for recognition of the African American
humanity. From the beginning, the African American writers have produced a literature of social and cultural
protest and also of human enlightenment. It was a legal crime for African American’s to read and write during
the two hundred and fifty years of slavery. When they  started writing, they used literature as a means to voice
out their feelings and to fight against the Oppressors. According to Shetty:

None of the early writers sat in the ivory towers surrounded by fetishes of refined culture and composed ‘art
for art’s sake’. Black writing did not come into being as a result of some black person’s desire to exercise the
‘inspirational music’. What motivated blacks to write was the condition of oppression and what they desired
of their writings was for it to ameliorate their conditions. (71)

By virtue of its origin, nature and function, the African American writing is thus ‘mission conscious’. And
today, African American writers reached into the zenith of glory with so many awards and prizes and thus,
they showed to the world that they are enough capable of producing a literature of their own.

A thorough analysis of African American novels clearly reveals the fact that Black English is the foundation
of African American’s linguistic- cultural African heritage and the conditions of servitude, oppression, and
life in America, as Dillard says: “Many Black English vocabulary items manifest a poetically appropriate
representation of rather mundane reality. Not only is the Black lexicon tool, its figurative power and rhetorical
beauty complement its survival fiction”.(70)
With Toni Morrison’s writings African American women’s literature came to a definite turning point. Toni
Morrison is aware of and concerned with ‘the language black people spoke’, as she has famously stated:
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The language must not sweat. It must suggest and be provocative at the same time. It is the thing that black
folks love so much the saying of words, holding them on the tongue, experimenting with them . . . . Its
function is like a preacher’s: to make you stand up out of your seat, make you lose yourself and hear yourself.
The worst of all possible things that could happen, would be to lose that language. (Leclair 123)

That is, the language of Morrison’s texts mirrors the oral tradition of Black English. For instance, the gaps and
spaces created when an oral language is written down also mirror the oral tradition’s use of language as an
identifying marker, a marker of those who are part of the community and those who are not. As one example,
in Song of Solomon, Macon Dead demonstrates he is outside of his community when he breaks the language
codes of the community. Macon is a landlord and Mrs. Bains is one of his tenants who has taken on the care
of her grandchildren. When she comes to ask him if he will extend her some credit for her rent, he crosses the
boundaries of community principles:

When Macon Dead got to the front door of his office he saw a stout woman . . . standing a few feet away.
Macon unlocked his door, walked over to his desk, and settled himself behind it. As he was thumbing through
his accounts books the stout women entered. (SS 21)

Macon’s actions of sitting while this elderly woman stands are just the beginning of his breach of community
boundaries:

“Afternoon Mr. Dead, sir. I’am Mrs. Bains. ”
“Yes, Mrs. Bains. You got something for me?”
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“Your rent is four dollars a month, Mrs. Bains. You two months behind                   already.”
“I do know that, Mr. Dead, sir, but babies can’t make it with nothing to put in they stomach.”

Their voices were low, polite, without any hint of conflict.

“Can they make it in the street. Mrs. Bains? That’s where they gonna be if you don’t figure out some way to
get me my money.” (SS 21)

Mrs. Bains repeatedly refers to Macon as “sir”, effectively putting him in the position as controller, master, or
the man, not a favorable position in the African American community. Thus, Macon separates himself from
his community when he allows Mrs. Bains to make the first greeting, and his separation is further indicated
when he later does not realize that Mrs. Bains has signified on him.

In the early glimpses of Pilate and Macon, Pilate, who is shown to have the  knowledge of communal
mores, is a reliable storyteller, and crucially has the power of the word, nommo, the African concept that
constitutes “ the driving power . . . . that gives life and efficacy to all things” (Robinson 59). Pilate’s power
and position in the community is tied to her nommo. She is initiator of ritual and the keeper of community.
She is also a griot who “maintain[s] a cultural and historical past with that of the present . . . . the oral
historian and educator in any given society”. (Gross and Barners 179). Pilate teaches people to know
themselves and their place within their community. The first time she talks with Milkman and Guitar, she
teaches them how to speak their language, and she also teaches them how to listen. :

“Hi.”
. . . .

The woman looked up. First at Guitar and then at Milkman.  sprinkled.

Guitar grinned and shrugged. “ It means hello”.
“Then say what you mean.”
“Okay. Hello.”
“That’s better what you want?”
“Nothin. We just passin by”
“Look like you standin by.”
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“if you don’t want us here, Miss Pilate, we’ ll go.” Guitar spoke softly.
“I ain’t the one with the wants. You the one want something.”
“We wanna ask you something.” Guitar stopped feigning indifference. She was too direct, and to keep up with
her he had to pay careful attention to his language . (SS 36-37)

Pilate not only gives these young boys a language lesson, she also demonstrates to the reader that they need to
learn to ‘listen’ carefully too.

In Morrison’s novels, as in the oral tradition, who is telling the tale is as important as the story being
told. In Song of Solomon both Macon and Pilate tell stories, but while Pilate is a storyteller of power, Macon
lacks perception and feelings. Her song “O Sugarman done fly away” (SS 6) is a story that connects to the
epigraph to Mr. Smith’s flight, and to the stories of The African’s Who Could Fly. Thus, her song binds her to
the community. But, Macon has lost the ability to participate in his community’s oral tradition: “When he was
just starting out in the business of buying houses, he would lounge around the barbershop and swap stories
with the men there. But for years he hadn’t had that kind of time, or interest” (SS 52). In other words, Macon
fails to participate in one of the community rituals of  individual actualization through group discourse and
thus fails to reaffirm the participants’ membership in their community.

Reaffirmation of community is one of the hallmarks of Black English. Systems of language within the
Black English oral tradition are systems that call for the participants to reaffirm their cultural roots,
community, and themselves. One of those systems is call/Response which is defined by Smitherman as
“spontaneous verbal and non verbal interaction between speaker and listener in which all of the speaker’s
statements (‘calls’)are punctuated by expressions (‘responses’) from the listener”(7) . To make an example, in
the African American community, when people pass each other in hallways, on streets, at stop lights, etc, they
acknowledge each other’s presence through verbal or non verbal signals. That is, they  Call and Respond to
each other. Macon does not do this: “He hailed no one and no one hailed him. There was never a sudden
braking and backing up to shout or laugh with a friend”(SS 32). Macon’s failure to participate in Call and
Response further demonstrates his fragmentation and isolation.

Each culture has its own systems of value and beauty that are defined by language. In Song of
Solomon Ruth may appear, to those unaware of African  American culture, to be correct and beautiful  while
Pilate is strange and even ugly. But when viewed through the lens of their culture, Ruth is strange and Pilate is
beautiful. Pilate is first described in juxtaposition to Ruth:

The singer [Pilate], standing at the back of the crowd, was as poorly dressed as the doctor’s daughter was well
dressed. The latter had on a neat gray coat with the traditional pregnant woman bow at her navel, a black
cloche, and a pair of four- button ladies’ galoshes. The singing woman wore a knitted navy cap pulled far
down over her forehead. She had wrapped herself up in an old quilt instead of winter coat. Her head cocked to
one side. (SS 5-6)

On the surface, this description seems to demonstrate the unpleasantness of Pilate’s appearance in comparison
to Ruth’s attractiveness. But in the Black English oral tradition, the surface meaning of words is rarely the
complete meaning. Definitions of words and word usages are derived from the Black English oral tradition of
linguistic reversal, using negative terms with positive meanings as well as contextual meaning, a practice of
exchanging or masking one linguistic process with another language known as calquing or loan translation.

Morrison uses language to define Ruth and Pilate within the social context of their community and
culture. The description of Ruth’s and Pilate’s clothing is a telling point in this narrative. Pilate is dressed
‘poorly’ and Ruth ‘Well’. Ruth’s ‘neat gray coat’ is analogous not only wealth and prosperity, but also with
whiteness. The ‘traditional pregnant-woman’ outfit is customary in the white community. Even the description
of Ruth’s hat, ‘black cloche’, and foot wear, ‘four button ladies, galoshes’, distinguishes her from the African
American community, while the description of Pilate immerses her in her community, especially ‘the old quilt
instead of a winter coat’. The narrator says that Ruth is so passive that it seems as if she had been dressed by
someone else, while Pilate is dynamic - she makes an active choice to wear a quilt instead of the more
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conventional coat. Perhaps the most revealing indicators of the description of these two women is that Ruth is
voiceless white Pilate sings “powerful contralto” (SS 6).

The plasticity of the oral tradition  is also evident in its vocabulary. Sula’s “I disremember” (Sula 116),
Beloved’s “remembering” (BL 324), and the “who misraisedyou ?” (Jazz 20) of Jazz are all examples of how
language is molded to fit the situation and Morrison has said: “There are certain things I cannot say without
recourse to my language” ( Le Clair 123) . She uses phrases and terms that are unique to Black English. In
Song of Solomon, Guitar asks Milkman, “What you opening your nose for? (SS 102) which means, to have a
strong emotional response, “to be under another’s spell” (Major 325). It also implicitly means that Milkman is
vulnerable because the full statement from Black English is usually something like “got your nose open so
wide that somebody could drive a truck through it”. When one is “under another’s spell”, one is unprotected
and out of control, at the mercy of someone else. Ironically, in the end it is Guitar who has his nose open, for
the falls under the spell of mythical gold and Milkman is in control when he leaps into “ the killing arms of his
brother” (SS 337).

To conclude, an adequate basis for communication came into existence when the slaves learned words from
the language of their masters and poured these into African speech molds. This makes a cheating linguistic
forms that in structure not only resemble the original tongues, but are also similar to one another no matter
what the European vehicle English. Thus, the importance of Black English is again stressed and the retention
of linguistic denominators become signifying while classifying languages or grouping civilizations.

Since the Negroes were brought from all parts of the African continent, they spoke diverse languages, and
represented greatly differing bodies of custom. Ultimately, they lost their tribal identity and have to adapt new
modes of American life. In the light of modern knowledge of African cultural contribution, a re-examination
of the facts shows that there was no barrier to the retention of African customs in generalized form, or of their
underlying sanctions and values. But it is to be pointed out that slaves in different parts of the New World
were exposed to European custom in differing degrees of intensity. In the same region, slaves assigned to
various types of work had different kinds of contact with their masters. In instance after instance that has been
cited from the novels bearing on the highly acculturated African Americans of the United States, it has been
demonstrated how a proper assessing of these vestigial forms of African practice has led to the recoginition of
slightly modified African American forms of a given institution that are almost entirely European. This
principle of disregard for outer form while retaining inner values, characteristic of Africans everywhere, is
thus revealed as the most important single factor making for an understanding of the accultrative system.

The implications of this final culminating belief concerning the African American  has been seen to be of the
greatest importance in shaping attitudes toward African Americans on the part of whites and attitudes of
African Americans toward themselves.
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